ERAE information:

The European Review of Agricultural Economics now accepts review articles, and the ERAE Editors welcome proposals for review articles from EAAE members. Review articles should provide a comprehensive and scholarly account of a topic that has direct relevance to agricultural economics (methodological or applied) and that has not recently been covered in the literature. A pre-submission enquiry is required. If you are interested in writing a review article for ERAE, please send an abstract, outline, and key references to erae.editorialoffice@oup.com.

Summary of the 172 EAAE Seminar, 28-29 May 2019, Brussels, Belgium

Entitled: Agricultural policy for the environment or environmental policy for agriculture?

Here you can read more:

Announcement of the 30th World Conference 2020 IFAMA


Our partners in the conference organization are IFAMA, the municipality of Rotterdam, Rotterdam Food Cluster, a partnership between Erasmus University and the universities of Delft and Leiden, and InHolland. A high-quality academic program but also strong involvement of national and international business and a program for young talent (students and young professionals).

Winners of the Outstanding ERAE Journal Article 2018

The Board of the EAAE approved the proposal from the Editorial Board of the European Review of Agricultural Economics to award the ‘Outstanding ERAE Journal Article’ Award for 2018 to:

Ellen J. Van Loo, Rodolfo M. Nayga, Danny Campbell, Han-Seok Seo and Wim Verbeke

*Using eye tracking to account for attribute non-attendance in choice experiments*

*European Review of Agricultural Economics, Volume 45, Issue 3, July 2018, Pages 333–365*

François Bareille and Elodie Letort

*How do farmers manage crop biodiversity? A dynamic acreage model with productive feedback*

*European Review of Agricultural Economics, Volume 45, Issue 4, September 2018, Pages 617–639*

Normally we choose one paper, but these 2 papers ended equal in the rankings.

Congratulations to the authors!
The objective of the seminar is to improve the understanding of sustainability standards and their effects on agricultural, food, and bio-based value chains. The seminar focuses on public and private sustainability standards. Both drivers and implications of their emergence are of interest, with emphasis on the economic, governance and policy perspectives. Emphasis is both on theoretical and empirical applications.

The seminar welcomes economists and management scholars working on supply chain coordination, supply chain management, food consumption behaviour and policy analysis.

Confirmed keynotes speakers are:
- Prof. Miet Maertens - KU Leuven
- Prof. Stefano Ponte - Copenhagen Business School
- Prof. Ian Sheldon - The Ohio State University
- Prof. Sofia Villas-Boas – UC Berkeley

The main topics of the Seminar are listed here. Call for papers will open in September 2019.

Participants will have the opportunity to present a paper, a poster or organize thematic sessions on the topics of the seminar.

The Seminar is jointly organized by the Università degli Studi di Milano (Department of Environmental Science and Policy) and the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Department of Agri-food Economics).

**EAAE Events** [by the date of the event]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5/9-6/9, 2019</td>
<td>EAAE Seminar 171</td>
<td>Measuring and evaluating farm income and well-being of farm families in Europe</td>
<td>Tänikon, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/9-27/9, 2019</td>
<td>EAAE Seminar 173</td>
<td>Sustainable and resilient farming systems in the European Union</td>
<td>Bucharest, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/10-12/10, 2019</td>
<td>EAAE Seminar 174</td>
<td>Economics of culture and food in evolving agri-food systems and rural areas</td>
<td>Matera, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/5-15/5, 2020</td>
<td>EAAE Seminar 175</td>
<td>The wind of change of sustainability standards: sailing economic, governance and policy perspectives</td>
<td>Gargnano, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2-14/2, 2020</td>
<td>EAAE Seminar 176</td>
<td>14th International European Forum on System Dynamics and Innovation in Food Networks</td>
<td>Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/8-28/8, 2020</td>
<td>Congress XVI</td>
<td>Raising the Impact of Agricultural Economics: Multidisciplinarity,</td>
<td>Prague, Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stakeholder Engagement and Novel Approaches

Non-EAAE events – New and 3 upcoming


**NEW : 30th World Conference 2020 IFAMA** | Food for the Future | Rotterdam | The Netherlands | 15-18 June 2020.

Vacancies

**NEW** | **Postgraduate Researcher** | Universidad Politecnica de Madrid | Spain | deadline 23 July 2019.

**NEW** | **Postdoc fellowship** | Department of Agricultural and Food Sciences, University of Bologna | Italy | deadline 30 August 2019.

The research activities will focus on the analysis of Innovation and education processes for competitiveness and sustainability in the agri-food sector. The grant is funded by the project H2020 NEXTFOOD GA nr. 771738 - "Educating the next generation of professionals in the agrifood system". The grant is funded by the project H2020 NEXTFOOD GA nr. 771738 - "Educating the next generation of professionals in the agrifood system", and supervised by prof. Viaggi (davide.viaggi@unibo.it).

**NEW** | **Postdoc fellowship** | Department of Agricultural and Food Sciences, University of Bologna | Italy | deadline 30 August 2019.

Postdoc fellowship "Result-based and collective agri-environmental policy instruments: diagnostics of experience and design". The fellowship is funded by the EU project CONSOLE (CONtract Solutions for Effective and lasting delivery of agri-environmental-climate public goods by EU agriculture and forestry, Horizon2020, grant Agreement 817949) and supervised by prof. Viaggi (davide.viaggi@unibo.it).

**NEW** | **Graduate Researcher** | University of Bologna _ Agro-food Sciences Department | Italy | deadline 2 September 2019.

The research fellow is expected to contribute to the structuring of agro-food case studies and the application of the qualitative and quantitative methodology; primary data collection through focus groups development and semi-structured interviews; consultation of secondary agro-food database, especially economic and financial. The research aim is to understand the dynamics and the capacity of the agri-food system to promote the sustainability and resilience of all actors in the food system.

Members information

EAAE members have access to their own registration card. The EAAE login is available on the homepage of the EAAE using the email address and personal password. You can login [here](#). There is also the option to retrieve the password when forgotten or to modify it. After login you will also find the link for free access of EuroChoices online!

As a member you have the possibility to post vacancies and non-EAAE events on the website of the EAAE. Please login and go to ‘Post events (congress, seminars, courses, PhD activities) and Jobs’ and choose ‘new’. The information will be visible on the website after the approval of the secretariat.

**The EAAE has a small and part time secretariat.**

Therefore we are not able to handle our mails on a daily basis and it can take a number of days before you get an answer of to approve the information for the website.